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Thank you for your interest in the StraightSmile Solutions®, customizable, digital,
Orthodontic Education in-a-box™ Free shipping to the US. Additional shipping $50 for
international clients.
You can select from your own customized modules for both doctor and team. This
course includes a turn-key bag with all the supplies and instructions you need for your
customized experience for 1 doctor and up to 4 team members. You’ll understand the
function of each module and when to use it in a patient.
Let us know when you are ready to begin each module by email and we’ll send you the
instructions.
After each module you’ll be taking photos of your work and emailing it to our team for
feedback and you’ll be able to ask questions.
You have up to 180 days to complete your modules after the box is shipped.
The supplies are not sterilized and are meant for didactic, educational purposes only.
Box assembly and course is individually customized for each doctor. Assembly, handling and shipping may take up to 14
business days to the US and 21 business days International. We’ll keep you updated on the progress. All good things take time
and patience!
For doctors who are registering teams, you’ll receive access to a private spreadsheet that will document the progress of your
team members with each module. There will be a virtual accountability loop. Each team member will have a different color
ties.

1. BASIC STRAIGHTWIRE MECHANICS
$999 per doctor and an additional $99 per team member
You’ll receive 1 typodont with 022 slots mini-twin brackets for this module and 1 set of orthodontic pliers.
zz Ligating and removing NiTi wires

zz CCS

zz Cynch-back and sectional wires

zz Power Chain

zz Kobi Hooks

zz Basic Wire Sequence

zz SS Lig Ties

zz Basic IDB procedures and protocols and where to order

zz OCS

2. IPR
$499 for this course alone or $99 as a part of the Basic Straightwire Mechanics Course
zz You’ll receive an IPR Gauge and a demo file .25mm and learn how to perform, finish and stage your IPR.

3. ORTHODONTIC PHOTOGRAPHY
$499 for this course alone or $99 as a part of the Basic Straightwire Mechanics Course
zz You’ll receive retractors and a mirror and can practice intraoral and extraoral orthodontic photography.

4. INTRA-ORAL ELASTICS
$499 for this course alone or $99 as a part of the Basic Straightwire Mechanics Course
zz You’ll receive elastics and learn Class 2, Class 3 and PBE elastics and bite turbos

5. CASE SELECTION AND TREATMENT PLANNING
$499 for this course alone or $199 as a part of the Basic Straightwire Mechanics Couse
zz One live, 1:1, HIPPA-compliant, screen-share, 50-Minute Session for Case Selection and Treatment Planning for up to 3
cases
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NAME OF ATTENDEES:
1. 							

2. 

3. 							

4. 

5. 

MODULES SELECTED:
1. Basic Straightwire Mechanics
Doctor Only $999							

Doctor plus 1 Team Member $1098

Doctor plus 2 Team Members $1197					

Doctor plus 3 Team Members $1296

Doctor plus 4 Team Members $1395
2. IPR
If purchased with Basic Straightwire Mechanics Bundle $99		

If purchased individually $499

3. Orthodontic Photography
If purchased with Basic Straightwire Mechanics Bundle $99		

If purchased individually $499

4. Intraoral Elastics
If purchased with Basic Straightwire Mechanics Bundle $99		

If purchased individually $499

5. Case Selection and Treatment Planning (One-50 minute screen share session for up to 3 cases)
If purchased with Basic Straightwire Mechanics Bundle $199
If purchased individually $499
6. International postage $50
zz All digital education doctor clients will need to sign a TOS in order to proceed with the digital education course.
zz You’ll initiate each module on your own time by sending an email for instructions and feedback. It may take up to 72 hours
for a response on your module.
zz You have up to 180 days to complete all the modules once the kit is shipped.
zz There are no refunds for any unused modules.
zz Please check your kit once received for any missing items.
zz You have up to 15 business days to notify us of any missing or broken items for a replacement.
If you are unsatisfied with the digital course after your first module you have 7 business days to notify us and you can return
the unused box and credit the course towards a 1 month of Concierge subscription membership to StraightSmile Solutions®.
This credit is only for a StraightSmile Solutions credit only and not for a refund. The box must be unused and returned at your
own shipping, expense. The credit will not be process until the box is returned, inventoried and processed.
I understand the TOS.
				
						

Signature				Name							Date

